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Introduction
A year ago this time our world went through one of the biggest and most 
powerful cultural shifts of I have experienced in my lifetime. 

• The World practically closed down 
• For months we wondered what would be the outcome

We probably all remember listening to the press conferences and interviews and
wondering what was ahead!

 In an attempt to answer the questions, multitudes of pundits and experts 
are continually giving their opinions. 

 We often come away with more questions than answers. 
 Yet, there is a perspective that will provide the insight that we sorely need.

It is found in a statement from Jesus recorded in Luke 13: 1-9.

 Lk. 13:1 
 There were some present at that very time who told him about the Galileans 
whose blood Pilate had mingled with their sacrifices. 2 And he answered 
them, “Do you think that these Galileans were worse sinners than all the 
other Galileans, because they suffered in this way? 3 No, I tell you; but 
unless you repent, you will all likewise perish.

In this moment we can travel through time and hear the heart of Jesus 
concerning tragedy that relates just as strongly today. 

 There are some key revelations in the way that Jesus responded that we 
should know and embrace. 
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I. An Intriguing Response. 
We do not get a "no comment" from Jesus.

Jesus’ answer is direct,’Instead of asking whether or not these people deserved 
to die in this way, we should be asking ourselves, are we ready to die? 

• Will we die in our sins? 
• Are we right with God?’
• Unless you Repent you will likewise perish!

However Jesus isn't taking a pass in the debate over human suffering. 
When we are faced with difficult chapters of life we can find ourselves dealing 
with unfamiliar emotions. 

 Shock - It seems surreal, like a disaster movie.
 Sorrow - To see the suffering 
 Helplessness – I remember years ago watching woman waving 

something out the window from one of the twin towers, but no one could 
help.

 Anger - We want vengeance. 
 Apprehension - What will this mean? 

These types of feelings were no doubt present in Jesus' time as they are today. 
 They are not present only in times of international crisis but also in 

personal suffering. 
 These events bring up the question of the causes of human suffering. 
 Jesus noted in this case that it was not because of some specific sins that 

the victims committed that these events occurred.

These two tragedies are representative of two different causes.

1. Human moral evil

Pilate was notorious for his brutal acts. 
 Josephus records a number of Pilates' atrocities but not this particular one.
 These Galileans may have violated some Roman law. 
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 Galileans were known for rebelliousness, but this was so ruthless - cutting 
them down while they offered sacrifices. 

 They were never expecting it. Maybe their guard was down. 
One of the questions is, "How can people be so evil?" 

Jeremiah 17:9: 
"The heart is deceitful above all things, and desperately wicked; who can 
know it?" 

Sometimes the  depth of human brokenness is so much worse than we realize.

2. Sin and the fallen creation.
Jesus went beyond commenting on the actions of Pilate. Jesus noted the 
terrible accident at the Tower of Siloam, which was a grand tower in South 
Jerusalem. 

Romans 8:22
 For we know that the whole creation has been groaning together in the 
pains of childbirth until now. 23 And not only the creation, but we 
ourselves, who have the first-fruits of the Spirit, groan inwardly as we wait 
eagerly for adoption as sons, the redemption of our bodies.

II. A Powerful Question.
Luke 13:2-5
“Do you think that these Galileans were worse sinners than all the other 
Galileans, because they suffered in this way? 3 No, I tell you; but unless 
you repent, you will all likewise perish. 4 Or those eighteen on whom the 
tower in Siloam fell and killed them: do you think that they were worse 
offenders than all the others who lived in Jerusalem? 5 No, I tell you; but 
unless you repent, you will all likewise perish.”

A. Jesus didn't simply go for a comforting response.
• Jesus did not give a popular answer. 
• Instead, He opted for total truthfulness, and He did it in a provocative way. 
• He posed some questions and then gave some warnings. 
• He emphasized that these events were reminders of the frailty of life and 

the need to be right with God.
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The truth is that we live in an uncertain world and are not promised tomorrow. 

Eph. 5:14-16
"Therefore it says,

“Awake, O sleeper,
    and arise from the dead,
and Christ will shine on you.”
15 Look carefully then how you walk, not as unwise but as wise, 16 
making the best use of the time, because the days are evil." 

The question we must ask is….. “am I ready?”
• The worshipers never though that it would be their last sacrifice
• The people at Siloam never expected the tower to fall.

Jesus knows something we cannot fully comprehend: the terrible 
destruction ahead for the unrepentant.
He cares! That is why He gave the warning!

A superficial reading may miss the compassion of Jesus.
Jesus' statement may seem blunt, but to miss His compassion is to miss the 
most important point.

No, I tell you; but unless you repent, you will all likewise perish.”

III. Each Day we’re given is an opportunity to Grow. 
Luke 13:6
And he told this parable: “A man had a fig tree planted in his vineyard, and he 
came seeking fruit on it and found none. 

A: A fig tree in the Vineyard?

The first question that comes to our mind is this: What is this fig tree doing in a 
vineyard? A vineyard is where you grow grapes, not figs.
No one plants a fig tree in their vineyard. 

• A fig tree would consume too much ground water, 
• the canopy would produce too much shade, 
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• The fig tree would attract birds that would eat the grapes.

So when you hear this story about a fig tree in a vineyard, you should be 
alert to the possibility that this story might have to do with something 
other than figs and grapes.

We are living better than we deserve.
• We are in the family of God
• Filled with his spirit
• Washed in Christs blood.
• Given the title of Sons and Daughters.

Luke 13:7 
And he said to the vinedresser, ‘Look, for three years now I have come 
seeking fruit on this fig tree, and I find none. Cut it down. Why should it use
up the ground?’ 

B: Patient but Empty Handed

Then Jesus goes on to describe the man’s disappointment. ‘I have been 
coming for three years looking for fruit on this tree and I did not find 
anything. I must say that my patience with this tree is gone. Just cut it down.’

We know that when you plant a new fig tree, you will not get fruit from it right 
away. 

• You have to wait at least three years before the tree is mature enough to 
bear fruit. 

• This means that when a person comes to look for fruit, it is already in the 
4th year of that tree. 

• In this parable, the man had come to the tree after the initial three years 
were passed. 

• Year after year, for three consecutive years, he came to look for fruit but 
found none. We may assume therefore that the tree was at least six years 
old by this stage.

It isn't that the tree is dead and incapable of producing. 
• Or that the tree hasn't had the proper care and feeding 
• It’s just there, marking time. 
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• It's like a lot of people—alive and breathing, but not really going anywhere.

How about you? 
 What is the purpose for you drawing breath, eating food and taking up space on
this planet?

If you don't know, or if your answer is pretty weak and unsure, then just consider
for a brief moment that this unproductive fig tree could be a symbol of your life. 

• You are alive. 
• You have a "place better than you deserve." 
• But are you producing fruit? 
• Are you living as part of a bigger, overarching purpose?

Luke 13:8 
And he answered him, ‘Sir, let it alone this year also, until I dig around it and 
put on manure. 9 Then if it should bear fruit next year, well and good; but if 
not, you can cut it down.’”

C: A gracious opportunity

The vineyard owner's solution to this unproductive fig tree was blunt: "Cut it 
down; why does it use up the ground?" 

This is a hard solution, and a final one. 
It shows us a truth about God. 

• God is full of mercy and compassion. 
• He is patient and loving. 
• But God is also a God of judgment, and Christ is warning here that a time 

of final judgment will come on a life. 
• When linked to the earlier statement "unless you repent," we learn that 

there's a way to avoid being "cut down" and considered worthless.

Don't be discouraged! The remainder of the parable shows us the way out!

The keeper asks for one more year in which to work with the tree
• to turn it around and make it useful and productive. 
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• There is hope and every expectation that the wise and capable attention of
the keeper will produce a new burst of productivity so that the next harvest
will see fruit on the tree. 

• That is the key thought here.

We can see the two roles God and Jesus play here as both keeper and owner of
the vineyard. This shows us that God both owns us and gives us room to grow 
spiritually, but He also expects us to produce "fruit"—the product of a life of good
works of righteousness.

In Galatians Paul defines the kind of fruit God wants to see produced in our 
lives: 

Galatians 5:22-23 
"But the fruit of the Spirit is love, joy, peace, patience, kindness, 
goodness, faithfulness, gentleness, self-control. Against such there is no 
law." 

The apostle Paul explains here that these qualities are the fruit of God's Spirit. 
They are what can be produced by God through our lives when we repent and 
believe the gospel, surrender ourselves to Him and allow our lives to be led by 
His Holy Spirit.

Repentance is not a fashionable word today. 
• Its basic meaning is to change. 
• It means to stop doing something that's not productive or taking you in a 

wrong direction.
•  It means to stop going in one direction of life, a direction that can be self-

destructive, and to turn around and go another—in a way that's productive 
and even godly.

This parable of a barren fig tree is meant to teach us a vital truth. Repentance is 
necessary, and it is possible with God's help. 

• He is patient and grants us time to change and bear fruit. 
• Yet at the same time, none of us knows how much time we have left—so 

we'd better get moving!
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God in His judgment is always just, and only He understands the depth of your 
life. That He is aware and inspecting His "vineyard" to know the condition of 
each of His trees is a comfort. His desire is that none perish (2 Peter 3:9) but 
that all produce abundant fruit and inherit eternal life!

Conclusion
The context for this statement by Jesus follows His teaching on the Second 
Coming. We never know when He may come for us. When tragedy strikes, we 
have the opportunity and obligation to declare that the uncertainty of life means 
no one should put off becoming right with God through Jesus Christ. Because of
what He did for us, we have the assurance of Romans 8 31-39.
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